The Supascraper cleans yards of all sizes quickly, efficiently and cost effectively. The angled
rubber blade ensures effluent can be easily scraped into a disposal system as recommended in
Fonterra’s Market Focused Programme, an environmental quality system to assist farmers in
meeting their environmental obligations.
International standards show 22 litres of effluent is produced per cow, per day. On average 3.6
litres of this is deposited in the yard. Multiply this by the number of milking days (270) and each
cow produces 972 litres a year. There are approximately 4.3 million cows in New Zealand so that’s
4.1 billion litres of effluent a year that has to go somewhere. The Supascraper helps channel this
into recommended disposal systems quickly and easily with minimal outlay and significantly
reduces contaminated water run-off from yard cleaning.
Approximately 20,000 litres of water a day is used hosing down the average yard, wasting up to
one hour of valuable time.  sing the Supascraper before hosing has been proven to cut down
water usage by up to two thirds and reduces the total cleaning time by half, thus saving valuable
man-hours, water and therefore dollars. This saving is further qualified by the expert prediction
of a severe global water shortage within our lifetime.
The Supascraper is also beneficial to yards with cleaning systems already in place. It is proven
to increase cleaning effectiveness when used in conjunction with floodwash and tipper drums
systems.
The Supascraper is built to withstand years of continual use. The frame is hot-dipped galvanised
to protect from rusting by acidic cow dung. The tough rubber blade is fabricated from three layers
of moulded-in nylon webbing to help rigidity and extend the life of the rubber. The blade is
guaranteed for two years.
Already used by thousands of dairy farmers throughout New Zealand, Australia and the  SA, the
Supascraper will save you money, time and water – can you afford not to have one?

AVAILABLE IN THESE SIZES
MINI

(1.2m)
FOR SMALLER YARDS AND HERRING BONES

REG LAR

(1.4m)
FOR  P TO 250 COWS

J MBO (2.0m)
FOR OVER 250 COWS

0800 SCRAPER · 0800 727273
Fax: +64 3 443 8472
johnmurphy@alpinepacific.co.nz
www.supascraper.com

